
Subject
Re: Objection to renewal of alcohol licence with
variation: Rimu Wine Bar

From MDCA <info@ourmapua.org>
To Graham Caradus <Graham.Caradus@tasman.govt.nz>
Date 2020-12-15 15:59

Good afternoon Graham,

After discussing your letter and viewing the amended area plan for the Rimu Wine Bar the unanimous decision at
last nights MDCA Public meeting was to keep our original objection alive.

In response to the suggested amendments it was felt there was very little change to the negative impact this
design would have on the community and wharf users.

MDCA members in general are not against the Rimu Wine Bar expanding, nor are they against extending the
outdoor area, however, what MDCA members are against is:-

1. Any designated extension to Rimu Wine Bars outdoor licensed area must be specifically designated for the use of
their patrons alone and be divided off from the general public in the same way the outdoor seating areas have been
separated from the general public at the Jelly Fish, the Golden Bear, and Alberta's where there is a clear fixed
physical barrier.

2. Pedestrians and those requiring the use of an access ramp should not be forced to navigate through a businesses
licensed area to have a safe passage to the wharf area.

3. Pedestrian access must be safe, of adequate width (1200mm is not wide enough for parents with pushchairs with
a couple of other toddlers in tow), and away from the vehicle turning circle.

4. The suggestion of ensuring the wine barrels can not be easily moved is a good one, however, there is no detail to
how this will be achieved. If it means the half wine barrels will be filled with soil and planted then that is a positive
move. However, if the thought might be to use complete wine barrels filled with water to act as leaning stations
then that is not acceptable.

In keeping with the design of the rest of the wharf area, it would be much better if permanent planters designed
the same as the other planter box within the wharf area was  adopted outside the Rimu Wine Bar. Doing this will
link the design elements of the overall wharf design while creating a clear and fixed barrier between the licensed
space and non licensed space.

Thank you informing MDCA of the amendment and for giving MDCA the opportunity to reeply.

MDCA are hoping when making the final licensing decision you consider the best interests of the community at large
before you consider the interests of a business operator.

MDCA wish you a wonderful Xmas and New Year break and we look forward to a favourable  outcome of this
licensing application in 2021.

Kind Regards

Marion Satherley

MDCA Chair

On 2020-11-30 15:31, Graham Caradus wrote:

Good afternoon Marion

I’ve been working with the applicant to clarify the detail of the proposed variation of the licensed area for Rimu
Wine Bar. This has now changed from that originally proposed, in part due to the changes proposed for the
accessible pedestrian access ramp. You’ll see from the attached drawing that it is now proposed to move it a few
metres in a west north-west direction towards the Mapua Village centre. The applicant has also undertaken to fill
the wine barrels used to demarcate the existing boundary between the Rimu Wine Bar leased area and the
road/footpath area, so that they are not able to be easily moved.
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Can you please advise if these changes influence your desire to object to the application, and in particular, if the
changes are sufficient to cause you to withdraw your objection. I stress that this is a simple enquiry and not
intended in any way to influence any desire to object to the renewal with variation. However, it is appropriate that
I determine if your objection remains valid after the above changes are made before I ask the District Licensing
Committee secretary to arrange a public hearing.

I would appreciate your early reply on this matter.

Kind regards

Graham

Graham Caradus

Team Leader - Environmental Health

DDI +64 3 543 8488  |  Mobile +64 27 458 3672  |  Graham.Caradus@tasman.govt.nz

Private Bag 4, Richmond 7050, NZ

This e-mail message and any attached files may contain confidential information, and may be subject to legal
professional privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
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